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The private enterprise system in the United States is under severe
attack, not from people who advocate socialism or another philosophical al-
ternative, but from many citizens appalled by widespread reports of unethi-
cal and illegal decisions made by high-level business executives. The initial
response has been by government officials—through new legislation from
Congress and enhanced enforcement of existing laws by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Department of Justice. Government
action is a very good start, but it is not enough.

Many of the governmental reforms have been necessary to address prob-
lems in corporate finance, ranging from the accuracy of financial reports to
the role of auditors and audit committees. The government actions are valu-
able to improve the information on corporate performance on which inves-
tors rely when making their decisions.

Legislation, however, cannot deal with the fundamental problem: poor
judgment and bad decisions by individual business executives. Some of those
decisions have had a tragic impact on employees and shareholders who have
lost their jobs or their retirement funds as a consequence of business leaders’
actions. Macroeconomically, these decisions have had serious, negative effects
on the national economy. Business investment has not recovered from its re-
cession lows in part because the disarray in the stock market limits the ability
of corporations to raise new investment capital. Sluggish rates of business in-
vestment, in turn, prevent a strong recovery in the economy. Restoring public
confidence will not rebuild those lost retirement accounts, but greater confi-
dence in business is a key to economic prosperity.
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Restoring public confidence in the conduct of American business is most
fundamentally a challenge for business leadership itself. Until recently, cor-
porate governance, or the way in which company business is conducted, was
primarily the province of lawyers and other technical specialists, each of
which continue to play an important role. A number of voluntary, private-
sector actions in the area of corporate governance could also help restore
public confidence in capitalism in the United States. The problems of cor-

porate governance, however, are fundamen-
tal, and their solution requires more than a
technical response.

The actions of American business lead-
ers—not just shortcomings on the part of
technical specialists—have generated the
loss of faith on the part of the American
people. Only sustained changes in the way
that business is conducted—not talk but
action—will convince the public that the
reforms are real and enduring. Voluntarily

yielding some of the powers of what many now call the “imperial presi-
dency,” so common in the private sector, is clearly a matter of enlightened
self-interest on the part of top business management. The alternative—
sooner or later—will be a new round of pervasive government regulation
of business, arbitrarily reducing the discretion of management.

Reforms by American Business, for American Business

Corporate governance in the United States is facing an unprecedented vari-
ety of pressures to change. Although some of the shortcomings have en-
dured over recent decades, several dramatic bankruptcies, most notably
Enron in December 2001, triggered the current wave of concern. More re-
cent reports of companies such as Tyco paying for millions of dollars of per-
sonal expenses of CEOs demonstrate that changes in accounting procedures
do not suffice. The key issues that have been raised in the national media,
as well as in a flurry of congressional investigations, focused too much on
auditing firms, financial reporting, audit committees of boards of directors,
and similarly important but essentially technical matters. Fundamental re-
forms in corporate governance surely must deal with financial issues, but
they must extend beyond that to the role of the top management.

A typical corporation starts with a board of directors elected by the
shareholders. That board, in turn, selects the top management to conduct
the day-to-day activities of the enterprise. The board also forms committees
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to deal with specific matters such as audits, executive compensation, and
nomination of board members and officers. A board may consist of “inside”
directors (the chief executive officer [CEO] and other management) and
“outside” directors, who only serve part-time. The typical board is chaired
by the CEO and is comprised primarily of outside directors. Combining the
roles of chief executive and board chair generates the potential for, and of-
ten ends up with, a very powerful leader who at times can intimidate a dissi-
dent board member.

Yet, none of the governmental actions to date address fundamental short-
comings of corporate governance such as the excessive concentration of
power in the CEO, nor should they. In an economy organized mainly on the
basis of private enterprise, correcting those shortcomings is primarily a task
for the private sector itself.

Beyond Legislation

Many companies have been well managed and can produce extremely posi-
tive economic as well as financial results. Their senior executives, boards,
and outside legal and accounting firms do the effective and honest job that
is expected of them. The history of corporate governance in the United
States clearly demonstrates the substantial ability of business to reform it-
self. For example, in 1869 the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) cracked
down on the practice of “watering” stocks (issuing shares in secret). More
recently, the NYSE in 1977 required each listed company to establish an au-
dit committee composed of outside directors. In the 1980s, most companies,
responding to the critics of the corporate governance then taking place, vol-
untarily shifted the composition of their boards to a predominance of out-
side directors.

These and many other voluntary improvements in corporate governance
support the notion that not every problem requires a solution based in
Washington. Currently, many companies are beginning to treat the issuance
of stock options to their executives as a business expense, rather than just
burying the information in an obscure footnote to their financial statements.
Yet, recent events confirm that serious shortcomings still exist and must be
addressed.

Scandalous decisions in giant corporations operating beyond the effective
control of their boards of directors appear to have drained public confi-
dence. All business, not just corruptly led ones, could benefit from the types
of necessary internal change proposed here. These reforms focus on particu-
lar aspects of company management including the CEO’s role, the selection
processes for various boards and committees, and the specifics of the audit-
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ing process. More fundamentally, they aim to meet the challenges that any
and every business driven by competition and individual self-interest—those
characteristics of American capitalism that at the same time can be credited
for its unparalleled success—can expect to face.

How can public interests be protected in an environment dominated by
neither sinners nor saints, and how can that protection be provided without
inhibiting the efficiency of the private enterprise system that currently gen-
erates abundant goods and services, employment, income, wealth, innova-
tion, and progress? Achieving those multiple objectives is a tall order. It
surely requires humility in recommending specific courses of action. Unlike
the media and congressional coverage of these matters, however, it seems
more appropriate to start at the top of the corporate hierarchy rather than
in the middle or at the bottom.

RECONSIDERING AND REVISING THE ROLE OF THE CEO

As noted earlier, the CEO, as the corporation’s leader, is the focal point of
its governing power. He or she sets the organization’s tone and runs day-to-
day operations. The CEO also controls the resources to support management’s
ideas. Ninety percent of the time, CEOs chair the board of directors, con-
ducting meetings according to agendas they set.

This procedure makes opposing the recommendations of the chair-
man/CEO, much less pursuing other approaches, difficult for individual
directors. The CEO also often recommends the candidates for the board
and frequently contacts potential directors. Board nominating commit-
tees that will recommend a new director whom the CEO opposes are
most rare. Equally unusual are shareholders who reject the nominations
contained in the annual proxy statement submitted for their review and
approval.

On the surface, this operation may resemble the structure of an efficient
operation. In fact, this model often works quite well. Many dedicated CEOs
use this system in an honest attempt to build an effective, profitable organi-
zation that produces goods and services that meet the needs of the public
and does so in an ethical manner. CEOs can be quick to point out that they
may have spent a lifetime with a company while directors, at best, are part-
timers and shareholders are often mere transients.

Centralization of power in the CEO, however, has led to a variety of abuses.
Skyrocketing CEO compensation is a dramatic symptom of the shortcomings
of the status quo in corporate governance. An effective response must go be-
yond dealing with technical questions such as the accounting treatment of
stock options or the adequacy of financial controls on reimbursement of the
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CEO’s personal expenses. The issue boils down to the personal motivations of
the CEOs themselves. Expecting subordinates to limit the fiscal appetite of a
determined, greedy, and/or ethically insensitive CEO is folly.

The answer to this basic problem in corporate governance must come
from above the CEO—from the board room. The British adopted such a sys-
tem a long time ago. Many U.S. companies may find it appropriate to adopt
the British tradition of appointing an outside director to chair the board and
to conduct board meetings. The chairman is
usually a very experienced and often presti-
gious person who is at the stage of life where
he is not viewed as a management challenger.
Although usually occupied with his own pro-
fessional matters, the chairman devotes suffi-
cient time and effort to the position so that he
or she is not merely a figurehead. For example,
Lord Alexander Trotman, retired CEO of
Ford Motor Company, now serves as board
chairman of Imperial Chemical Industries.

Few U.S. CEOs, of course, can be expected to welcome with enthusiasm
such a dilution of their customary authority. The outside chairman, how-
ever, is not an unknown phenomenon in the United States. Major inves-
tors at times serve as board chairs of new enterprises. During transitional
stages, outside directors have been designated chairman, at least for a lim-
ited period of time. Moreover, nonprofit organizations—hospitals, muse-
ums, and universities—that often have comparable numbers of employees
and annual revenue as large corporations have an outside member typi-
cally chair the board of trustees.

The views of John G. Smale, retired CEO of Procter & Gamble and
former outside chairman of General Motors, are quite instructive. Smale
notes that as a CEO/chairman he would not have welcomed a diminution of
his authority and that he saw his outside chairmanship at the time as merely
a transitional appointment. Reflecting back, he now believes that the board
should be chaired by an outside director:

If the purpose of a board is to represent the shareholders in overseeing
management’s conduct of the business, such a structure [an outside direc-
tor serving as chairman] seems considerably more logical than having the
board chaired by a manager who is also the subject of such oversight.1

Although granting too much authority to the CEO can be dangerous, the
constraints that should be placed on the ultimate leader of any business also
have limits. An effective enterprise still requires a strong CEO. No commit-
tee—and that is the organizational form of any board—can or should try to

Fundamental
reforms in corporate
governance must
extend to top
management.
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run a business. Every director should understand that the CEO is the day-
to-day leader of the enterprise and provides its public face. That recognition
does not, however, require a weak or passive board.

STRENGTHENING THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

As a longtime corporate director, I can attest from experience that boards of
directors often seem asleep at the switch. In the midst of rising public criti-
cism of business, the truly independent members of corporate boards can
play a more vital role than ever to assure shareholders and society as a
whole that business is being responsibly managed. Most directors take their
role very seriously. The lapses from good practice, however, attract public at-
tention and give business in general a bad reputation.

When we consider the disgrace that has been heaped upon some Enron di-
rectors, it seems clear that exercising inde-
pendent judgment is not just the prerogative
of an outside director. Acting independently
of management’s interests—overruling a
poorly thought-through proposal for expan-
sion, for example—is a basic way of protect-
ing the individual director’s integrity as well
as that of the enterprise.

In this regard, several director-selection
practices should be avoided because they limit the board’s independence.
Examples include celebrity directors who do not understand the basics of
corporate governance; overly committed directors who serve on eight or ten
or more boards while holding down a full-time job; personal friends of the
CEO; and those directors who simultaneously serve as high-priced consult-
ants or suppliers to the corporation.

Successful board members avoid the extremes of becoming either syco-
phants or rivals to the management. The board’s basic task is oversight—ad-
vising and questioning management rather than blindly issuing approvals or
independently trying to run the business. No legislation can mandate such
wisdom on the part of directors but more public attention to the conduct of
boards may encourage a greater dedication to the task.

To improve corporate governance, key board committees must be bol-
stered. Quite properly, attention has been focused on the audit committee;
its watchdog functions should be enhanced. Yet, the role of the relatively re-
cently emerging governance committee (which increasingly replaces the
nominating committee) likewise should be developed. Governance commit-
tees now regularly review the CEO’s and the board’s performance. The re-

Not every problem
requires a solution
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sults of those reviews should be a high-priority item on the full board’s
agenda. Similarly, if CEO compensation has at times become excessive, that
development is an indictment of the compensation committee, which also
deserves more notice.

Compensation committees and audit committees of boards of directors
would benefit from a greater degree of independence. A compensation com-
mittee should consist entirely of truly independent directors, and oftentimes
it does. But the selection and pay of outside compensation advisers, whose
advice is usually given great weight by the committees, should be deter-
mined by the committee and not by the management whose compensation is
being decided. This situation is an example of the inability of corporate legal
advisers to detect and blow the whistle on what, at least to a layman, ap-
pears a blatant conflict of interest: management selecting the individuals
who draw up management’s compensation plans and then advise the board
on those same compensation matters.

WAKING UP THE AUDIT COMMITTEE

Key committees, especially the audit committee, do much of the board of di-
rectors’ work. A recent analysis revealed the extent to which these financial
watchdogs did not bark. In 207 publicly traded companies that filed for
bankruptcy in 2001, the audit committee in a dozen cases did not even meet
during the year prior to bankruptcy. Another 28 met only once. In a few in-
stances, current or recently departed company executives served on the
committee.2

The NYSE has rules prohibiting most of these practices. For example, it
requires each listed company to establish an audit committee consisting en-
tirely of outside directors. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of audit commit-
tees is clearly, to say the least, uneven. Enron’s audit committee met all of
the formal NYSE and SEC requirements. Yet, it failed to blow the whistle on
the outrageous financial practices that were perpetrated on unsuspecting
shareholders.

A well-functioning audit committee is truly the conscience of the corpo-
ration. Its members review the work of the organization’s own internal audi-
tors as well as the activities of the outside accounting firm, which conducts
an independent audit of the company’s finances. The external audit, when
complete, enables the accounting firm to certify that the corporation’s fi-
nancial statements represent its financial position fairly and conform to gen-
erally accepted accounting principles. Audit committees have a broad
charter to question and investigate the various operations of the company to
ensure their financial integrity.
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In a world of increasingly sophisticated financial techniques, Enron’s au-
dit committee as well as the entire Enron board seems to have violated one
of the most elementary rules of management: if you don’t understand some-
thing, don’t approve it. No new legislation is needed for audit committee
members to show a greater spirit of inquiring independence. An arm’s-
length relationship between the audit committee and company management
is essential to establish and maintain that independence. As the NYSE pro-
posed, that means no former executives of the company, no consultants to

the company, and no employees of compa-
nies that sell significant amounts of goods
and services to the company should serve on
the audit committee.

A reasonable extension of the auditing
committee’s power is their assumption of
the sole authority to hire and set fees for
the outside auditing firm. Presently, man-
agement tends to make those decisions,

subject only to the approval of the committee. Such a seemingly technical
and operational shift would help both to bolster the audit committee’s au-
thority and strengthen the external auditors’ independence.

REFOCUSING THE ROLE OF ACCOUNTING FIRMS

In practice, the accounting firms that conduct the outside audit devote a
substantial amount of their resources to ensure integrity of the company’s fi-
nancial reporting and control system. In recent years, these firms have often
devoted much less attention to auditing individual transactions.

The practice of using a firm that conducts a company’s outside audit to
perform a variety of other services for that company has fallen out of fash-
ion. A great many companies—perhaps the majority—are phasing out the
nonaudit functions of their external auditors. In some cases, these ancillary
functions were never substantial or are now much smaller than a few years
ago. The new corporate reform law quite substantially reduces the array of
additional services that an auditor can perform for its client.

Nevertheless, a client trying to eliminate its reliance on its customary au-
ditor to perform other advisory functions faces serious difficulties. For ex-
ample, the overlap in the knowledge needed to audit a given firm and in the
ability to assist in the preparation of its tax returns is considerable. Where
should the line be drawn? In any event, the era of nonaudit dominance of
auditing firm activity is ending.

Yet, there are other troubling aspects of the role of the accounting firms
that remain. For example, an outside auditor that also performs all or a large

Should the CEO also
chair the board of
directors? No.
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part of the internal audit function is not unusual. Apparently, this was the
case at Enron. Despite talk about Chinese walls separating the two func-
tions, this practice is highly undesirable. Having employees of the same
firms conduct the internal audit and then perform the outside review may
not be considered a technical conflict of interest. Nevertheless, this practice
reduces the effectiveness of the formal checks and balances designed to pro-
tect the financial integrity of the enterprise. Here, government can get a
jump start on reform; the SEC should revoke its ruling that an outside audi-
tor can perform up to 40 percent of the internal audit.

Moreover, too much of today’s auditing seems to focus on the computer
systems that generate the accounting data, downplaying the traditional re-
view of individual transactions. Both tasks need to be performed. The out-
look in this area is now quite positive. In response to the need to bolster the
independence of outside auditors, Congress has authorized the establish-
ment, under the auspices of the SEC, of an independent organization to re-
view the practices of the auditors of public companies. It has the power to
maintain quality control by disciplining those who fail to maintain adequate
accounting systems. That prospect should provide the necessary backbone
to accounting firms faced with overly aggressive financial actions by the se-
nior management of their client companies.

HOLDING LAWYERS ACCOUNTABLE

Lawyers have been remarkably successful in ensuring that so much of the li-
ability for current corporate governance problems falls on the accounting
profession and so little falls on the members of the bar. To add the proverbial
insult to injury, at the same time that attorneys are so actively urging ac-
counting firms to rid themselves of their nonaudit functions, they are cam-
paigning vigorously to expand and strengthen the multidisciplinary practices
of their own firms.

Concern for maintaining high levels of legal ethics should extend to the
poor advice that some lawyers provided to the corporate decisionmakers
who did such a great disservice to investors, employees, and the public gen-
erally in the cases of Enron, Worldcom, Tyco, Adelphia, and so forth. The
concern extends beyond the notion that what is sauce for the accountant
goose should also be administered to the lawyer gander. The point is far
more fundamental: many of the highly criticized financial-activities actions
by management and auditor alike had been blessed in advance by their
house counsel, outside law firm, or both. There is enough criticism to go
around, and the onus for bad performance should be shared fairly and more
widely, including with Wall Street stock analysts and bond-rating agencies.
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Corporate governance in the United States is being challenged for good rea-
son. If American business wants to minimize the likelihood of yet another
round of burdensome regulation, top management—boards and the most se-
nior corporate officers—must take the lead in cleaning house. Another in-
centive for such action may be even more basic: to maintain the confidence
of the investing public. Fortunately, the history of corporate governance in
the United States is one of voluntary change by individual companies in re-

sponse to developing circumstances. The
shift in board-of-director composition from
mainly management directors to outside di-
rectors is a cogent case in point, as is the
rise of independent audit committees.

At its best, the U.S. system of private en-
terprise delivers an unparalleled combina-
tion of rising living standards, attractive
employment opportunities, and technologi-
cal innovation. If uncorrected shortcomings
obscured the powerful benefits of the busi-

ness system, the nation’s future would be most adversely affected. Govern-
ment has responded sufficiently. The onus now is on business leadership.

The hallmark of strong management is the ability to respond to serious
problems promptly and proactively; any management can react to the crises
that inaction permits to develop. The challenge to American business now
is to respond constructively to the severe challenges to corporate gover-
nance that it faces. An effective and timely response, more than any govern-
ment action, will help to maintain investor and public confidence in the
private enterprise system.
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